Neurotrophic keratitis: Frequency, etiologies, clinical management and outcomes.
To determine neurotrophic keratitis (NK) frequency, etiologies and prognostic factors, and evaluate the outcome of its management. In this retrospective epidemiologic study, we reviewed the electronic records of all patients consulting our tertiary referral eye hospital between November 2009 and October 2017. NK was defined as corneal hypoesthesia or anesthesia associated with epithelial irregularities. Among the 305,351 patients' files screened for eligibility, 335 (354 eyes) were included, yielding an NK frequency of 11/10,000 (0.11%). Their mean ± SD age was 63.1 ± 21.0 years. Eyes were equally divided among the Mackie classification 3 stages. The most frequent etiology was herpetic eye disease (114 eyes; 32.2%). A multifactorial cause was found for 121 (34.2%) eyes. Surgery required for 118 eyes (33.3%). Respective success rates for amniotic membrane transplantation (AMT) or matrix-regeneration of stages 2 and 3, and autologous serum of stage 1 were 57.2%, 63.6% and 21.7%, with mean healing times of 15.0, 16.3 and 85 days. The overall healing rate was 79.5%, with a mean of 44.8 days to healing. Advanced initial stage, diminished corrected-distance visual acuity (CDVA) and advanced age correlated with worse final CDVA. NK was more frequent than previously reported in the literature. Delayed diagnoses indicated we must increase ophthalmologists' awareness of this disease for patients with decreased corneal sensitivity and abnormal epithelium. To improve prognosis and final CDVA, NK-specific treatment should be initiated as soon as the diagnosis is suspected. Patient-centered combinations of different therapeutic components and close monitoring achieved promising results.